INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate the relation between the families of languages generated by (context-free) matrix grammars, by random context grammars, and by conditional grammars, each of finite index. Similar to other cases ( [6, 7, 8] ), the fïniteness of the index is a very strong condition. For example, there is no différence between the families of finite index matrix languages generated with or without X-rules, appearance checking, or by leftmost dérivations only [7] , although the corresponding families of languages with arbitrary index are very different [11] .
For the families investigated hère the situation is similar: the use of X-rules does not change the generative capacity of finite index random context grammars with forbidding sets and the obtained family coincides with the family of finite index matrix languages. We then show that the family of 2-conditional 290 G. PÂUN languages [5] of finite index includes the family of finite index matrix languages and is included in the family of 1-conditional ( [2, 9] ) of fmite index.
Finaîly, the Szilard Janguage associated to a finite index matrix grammar is briefly investigated.
THE INDEX OF GRAMMARS AND LANGUAGES
The formai language terminology used in what follows is that of [11] . We specify only some notations, A context-free (shortly, c. f.) matrix grammar is a quadruple Following [1] we define the index of a matrix grammar G (and, in a similar manner, of any type of regulated c. f. grammars) in the following way.
Let D: S = x x => x 2 => ... => x k = y e Vf be a dérivation in G and let JV (x;) be the string which is obtained from x,-by deletion of the terminal symbols. We put
where D exhausts the set of dérivations of y in the grammar G. ( | x | dénotes the length of x). Then we define ind (G)= sup ind (y, G), yeL (G) and, for a language L,
Generally, the family of finite index languages in a given family if is denoted byi^. Let S£ it i = 0, 1, 2, 3, be the four families of languages in the Chomsky hierarchy, and Jt, Jt x , Ji^z, M\ z be the families of languages generated by X-free c. f. matrix grammars, by arbitrary c. f. matrix grammars, by 5t-free c. f. matrix grammars operating in the appearance checkmg mode, and, respectively, by arbitrary c. f. matrix grammars operating in the appearance checking mode [11] .
RANDOM CONTEXT GRAMMARS OF FINITE INDEX
DÉFINITION: A random context c. f. grammar is a triple (G, p, ƒ) , where G -(V N , F r ,S,P)isac. f. grammar and^/aremappingsofPinto^Fjy). [p(r) is called the permitting set and ƒ (r) is the forbidding set associated to r.] For x, y e F g we write x=> yiiïx = x 1 Ax 2 ,y = x l zx 2 » A -» z is in P and every symbol in
is defined in the usual way.
We dénote by M, M x , 9t w , $\ C ÛIQ sets of languages generated by random context grammars with: 1) X-free rules and ƒ (r) = Ç) for all r; 2) arbitrary c. f. rules and ƒ (r) = 0 for all r; 3) X--free rules and arbitrary ƒ (r), and, respectively, with 4) arbitrary a f. rules and arbitrary ƒ (r).
The foliowing relations are known [4]:
It is an open problem whether or not the inclusions in (ii) are proper [4] .
The proofs of lemmas 1, 2, 5 and 6 in [4] do not modify the finiteness of the index of the involved grammars hence we obtain 0t f cJi s , M^JÉ 7 }, &cf <^Jf &cft ^ac/^^ac/ an <i ^ac/^^ac/-I n M it was proved that /=^a c/ =^ac/-I n tri e following lemma 1 we shall prove that Jt/ci^, therefore we have:
We do not known whether the above inclusions are proper. Let L ' e M f be gênerated by a À,-free c. f. matrix grammar G = (V N , V,S, M) of unité index. In view oftheorem 6.8, p. 183 [11] and ofitsproof, wemay assume the matrices in M to be of one of the folio wing forms:
Replacing each rule X ->• X by X -> a we obtain a À-free c. f. matrix gr ammar for the language {a} L' with matrices of the forms (a), (b) above and (c) {X -> a, A -> tri.
Let G' = (K N , K, S, M') be this grammar. We dénote by M (a) the set of matrices of the form (a), a e {a, fe, c}. We construct the random context grammar (G", p. M wilh Clearly, if x => y in G' by using a matrix meM {b) u Af (c) , then x => y in the grammar G" by using the three rules in r(m). Therefore, L(G')c:L(G").
Conversely, let us observe that any dérivation according to the grammar G" begins by an application of a rule which occurs in a matrix in M {a) , continues by using some groups of rules r(m) for meM (b) and ends by using a group of FAMILY OF FINITE INDEX MATRIX LANGU AGES 293 rules r(ra) associated to a matrix meM ic) . Indeed, a string y e(V N u F)* -{ S} can be derived in G" only using rules of the form A -• x K,. After introducing a symbol R t the only possibility to go further is to eliminate this symbol via the second and the third rule in the corresponding group r(m). But, if r(m)= {r x , r 2 , r 3 } and x => Xj => x 2 => y in the grammar G", then clearly, x => 3/ in G' by using the matrix m. Consequently, L(G")c=L(G') and the proof is complete.
CONDITIONAL GRAMMARS OF FINITE INDEX
DÉFINITION [2, 9] : An 1-conditional grammar is a pair (G, p) where G = (K NJ F r , S, P) is a c. f. grammar and p is a mapping of P into the family of regular languages over V G . For x, y e V% we write x => y iff x = x 1 A x 2 , y ^ Xi zx 2 for some rule ^4 ->zeP such that xep(i-^z).
Let (Jf i) ^fi be the family of languages generated by (I-free) 1-conditional grammars. DÉFINITION [5] : A 2-conditional grammar is a triple (G, p x , p 2 ) where G is a c. f. grammar and p x , p 2 are mappings of P into the family of regular languages over V G . For x, ye V% we write x=>y iff x = x x ^4 x 2 , y = x x zx 2 for somê 4 -> ZGP such that x x e p x (^4 -> z) and x 2 e p 2 (.4 -• z).
Let (Jf 2 ) ffl\ be the family of languages generated by (À,-free) 2-conditional grammars.
In [9] it is proved that <av 1 -<#£ 2 -°& 0 » <**' 1 -**£ 2 -°£ 1 * For finite index families the situation is different. Let us now definê ya = Shuff({x 1 } l F*) for tf = label of(x 1( x 2 ), 70 = Shuff({x 2 }, F*) for # = label of(x lf x 2 ),
Pi(Y r i-*w)=p 2 {YÏ^>w) = (V T uV N )* for ail r and L
Let D be a terminal dérivation in the grammar (G t pJ) with ind (D, G, p, f ) g fc and let x=>y be a direct dérivation in D which uses a rule r: 4-> w. Then x = x t Ax 2 and (JV(Xi), iV(x 2 ))eM(r). Therefore, XiepiC^^F-) and x 2 ep 2 {A-* Y') for some i hence the dérivation x t Ax 2 =>x r yjx 2 is a correct dérivation according to the grammar (G', p t , p 2 ). The symbol Y r t will be replaced by w therefore in this way the dérivation x => y is simulated in (G ', p x , p 2 (N (x l ) ,V*),x 2 e Shuff (AT (x 2 ), F* ) and (JV (x x ) t N (x 2 )) G M (r). Therefore Xi x 2 contains all the symbols in p (r) and no symbol in ƒ (r) occurs in Xj x 2 . But, each dérivation x t A x 2 => x t Y\x 2 in (G' f p l , p 2 ) must be followed by a dérivation xi FIx 2 =>xi wx 2 providing that r: A-^w. Therefore, the dérivations x 1^4 x 2 =>x 1 Y\x 2 > xi rfX 2 =>xitt;x 2 correspond to a dérivation x l A x 2 ==> x x wx 2 in the grammar (G, p,/) which uses the rule r: A -> w. Thus, the inclusion L{G', p lf p 2 ) <z L(G, p, ƒ ) follows and we have Clearly, ind (G, p, ƒ ) = ind (G', p lt p 2 ). As if 3 is closed under the opération Shuff [3] , it follows that L(G f , p t , p 2 )eJf 2 f and the theorem is proved. From the proofs in [9] no relation follows between the families 3tf x f and ^f 2 f with or without the superscript X. The problem is investigated in what follows. Let r': X -* z be in P', r'es(r) for some rule r:i->xinP. We define p (r') = { w e s (pi (r)) X 5 (p 2 (r)) \w = y x Xy 2 ,y 1 zy 2 does not contain two occurrences of any nonterminal symbol}. Conversely, any sentential form derivable in (G\ p) does not contain two occurrences of the same nonterminal. Thus, if x x Xx 2 => x x zx 2 by a rule r f : X -> z in P', r r e s (r) for r E P, then there is only one occurrence of X in the string x x Xx 2 . Therefore, we can say that x 1 e5(p 1 (r)) > x 2 es(p 2 (r)), hence, replacing each symbol in s(A) by A, A e V N , we obtain a dérivation in the grammar {G, p x , p 2 ) for the same terminal string. Consequently, L(G',p) a L(G,p lf p 2 ) hence the two grammars are equivalent.
Clearly, ind (G ', p) = k. As p (r') is regular for any r' e P' and G ' is X,-free if G is, it follows that L{G, p lf p 2 
and the theorem is proved.
We do not know whether the inclusions in theorem 3 are proper.
G. PÂUN REMARK: We have J4T\ f c Jg lt This inclusion can be proved by a natural construction pf a type-0 grammar which can simulate the dérivation in an 1-conditional grammar (G, p) by checking for each rule whether or not the sentential form to be rewritten can be recognized by the finite automaton associated to the rule by p. Such a grammar has for any string x a workspace of at most | x | + ind (G, p) + k where k is the number of certain possibly necessary markers used in the dérivations. From the workspace theorem [11] it follows that the obtained language is in if A .
FINAL REMARKS
As was shown in [6, 8] , the family M' f has many (closure, decidability, etc.) properties which do not hold or are not known for M. A further property concerning the Szilard language is considered hère.
Let G = (V N , V T> S, M) be a matrix grammar and let Lab (M) be a finite set of labels for the matrices in M. We dénote by SZ (G) the set of all strings in Lab (M)* describing terminal dérivations according to G. We also dénote by ^3 the family of languages which contain an infinité regular sublanguage. We have Moreover, if we add to G the matrix m 8 : (S -> S), then we obtain a grammar G' with ind (G') = oo but SZ (G') = {wg x | p ^ 0, x e SZ (G)} which contains infinité regular sublanguages. Therefore, the converse of theorem 4 is not true.
